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Homecoming
events kick off
Look for a parade, pep
rally, cornhole and other
festive activities this week
as the University gets
ready for homecoming
weekend | Page 3

FRIDAY
California consumers are
warned about dangerous
lead levels in lunch boxes
imported from China

SATURDAY
The Associated Press
reports that the official
American death count

Alumni vie for Gillmor s seat
By Tim Sampion
City Editor
Two University alumni have
their eyes on the U.S. Capitol.
Republican
State
Sen.
Steve Buehrer and two-lime
Democratic
congressional
nominee Robin Weirauch both
announced their candidacy in
the 5th congressional special
election Thursday. Both are
vying to replace the late U.S.
Representative Paul Gillmor, RTiffin, who died last month.
Buehrer, who graduated from
the University with an education degree in 1988, spent
eight years in the Ohio House
of Representatives before being
elected to the State Senate in
2006.

A conservative, Buehrer has
a 100 percent anti-abortion voting record in the general assembly and was endorsed with an
At grade by the National Rifle
Association during his 2006
Senate campaign. The United
Conservatives of Ohio named
him Conservative Legislator of
the Year in 2006.
Buehrer said his record reflects
the views of northwest Ohio's
voters.
"I believe this is a conservative
district with conservative values," he said Friday while picking up his candidacy petition
from the Wood County Board of
Elections.
Buehrer said his top priority in
Congress would be to bring more
jobs to the 5th District by low-

ering taxes, which he says stifle
small businesses.
The senator said his vote
against former Gov. Bob Taft's
2003 tax increase prove him to
be more of a fiscal conservative
than his rival for the Republican
nomination, State Rep. Bob Latta
[R-BowlingGreen|.
In the U.S. I louse. Buehrer said
his main goals would be to secure
America's borders t h rough tougher immigration laws. I le also said
he would work toward pulling
troops out of Iraq, but added that
it was not the job of Congress to
play "Monday-morning quarterback" to the president.
On the other side of the political fence, Weirauch launched
her third campaign for the 5th
District seat on the video-sharing

Web site YouTubc in an effort to
reach the entire district
After earning both her bachelor's and master's degrees from
the University. Weirauch spent
eight years as the assistant director of the Center for Regional
Development at BGSU, during

which dme she aimed to enhance
the economic development of
small communities throughout
27 counties in northern Ohio.
"I have an understanding of
how small communities work."
she said. "I know how toadvocate
for them."
Weirauch said she is in tune
with voters who are looking for
change and said her top priorities in Congress would be to
Strengthen Ohio's economy and
to end the Iraq War.

She faces tough odds, though.
Republicans have held the 5th
I listrki for nearly 70 years.
But Weirauch, so Far the only
Democrat to enter the race,
points toward a 21 percent gain
in votes between her 2004 and
2006 congressional bids as a positive sign. She lost to Gillmor by
just less than 13 percent in her
must recent campaign.
She also said the success of
Democrats at the state level during last year's m idterm elect ions
are promising.
"(The votersl sent a strong

message in 2006 saying that the]
want change," Weirauch said.
Primaries in the special election will be held Nov. 6. The

general election will be held
Dec. II.

from the Iraq war is at
least 3.795

SUNDAY

Mosquitos still munching

"Resident Evil: Extinction"
brings in $24 million
in ticket sales over the
weekend

By Jessica Spies
Repo-ter

Remembering
Jordan Shirey

Although there has been a spurt of cool weather in Bowling Green
and its surrounding areas, the mosquito population will be around
for a few more weeks.
"Mosquitoes need a hard frost to be cold enough to kill them,"
said Lee Mitchell, biologist from the Toledo Sanitary Department.
This should occur in early to mid-October.
Bowling Green residents are concerned about the diseases
mosquitoes may carry, said Brad Espen, director of em iron
mental health at the Wood County Health Department.
These concerns include the West Nile Virus. Most of the
time, the mosquitoes carrying the West Nile Virus feed
on birds, not humans.
"There's only been five human cases of West Nile
Virus in Ohio, which is a low number," Mitchell said.
"Although it's a bad pest year for mosquitoes, they're
not transmitting as much disease this year."
The primary mosquito type that has been affecting Bowling Cireen residents is the flooilwatet
mosquito. Aedes Vexans. But floodwater mosquitoes don't typically carry the West Nile Virus, it
proliferates in oilier types.
While Bowling Green hasn't seemed to experience these intense mosquito problems until now,
2006 and 2007 have been bad years for Toledo,
according to the Toledo Sanitary Department's
record. Mitchell said.
The primary reason for the larger amount of
mosquitoes has been the intense rain and flooding Wood County has experienced. The Hooding
was "the worst I've seen in BG in four to live

He taught me to pursue
the things I love and stop
taking my life for granted,
writes columnist David
Busch | Page 4

Jena 6 needs
media attention
We should have known
about the Jena 6 story
long ago. and it's
journalists responsibility
to cover hidden issues,
writes columnist Jeff
Smith | Page 4

Volleyball wins
three in a row
The team celebrates
Coach Denise Van De
Walle's 25th year by
defeating Northern
Illinois | Page 5

See MOSQUITO | Page 2

BG beats Temple
over weekend

Ways to avoid
mosquitoes

In a 48-35 victory, the
Falcons improve their

■
■
■
■

Wear insect repellent
Wear long sleeves and pants
Wear light clothing
Consider staying indoors during dusk and dawn, when mosquitoes are most active
■ Avoid having standing water
around the house
■ Use fans to keep mosquitoes
away; large fans in small areas
can deter mosquitoes

record to 2-1 because of
an exceptional defensive
effort | Page 5

CHRIS WEST

If you could get anything
from a vending machine,
what would it be?

"A mermaid would be
great."

| Page 4

TODAY
Sunny
High: 88. Low: 66

TOMORROW
Isolated T-storms
High: 83. Low: 65

Students glean culture
from Gish foreign films

Sebo Center dedication
recognizes donors, coach
By Alison Kemp
Assistant Campus Editor

JOEL BERRY
Freshman Aviation

THE BG NEWS

Bob Sebo's dream has come true.
The athletic facility he wanted
the University to have was dedicated during a Saturday-morning ceremony before the football
game.
Student athletes from BGSU's
18 varsity sports will use the
Sebo Athletic Center for training and treatment. The football team's locker room is now
housed there, as are meeting
rooms and offices.
In an outdoor ceremony, Sebo
and the other 496 donors were
recognized for their efforts in
funding this facility.
Mike Marsh, the chair of the
Board of Trustees, began the
ceremony by talking about Greg
Christopher, the University'sathletic director, because he wanted

the stalled building plans for a
new athletic facility completed.
Christopher talked about the
unsung heroes, starting with
Urban Meyer, the University's
football coach before Gregg
Brandon. When Meyer arrived
in 2001, talks for a new student
athlete center began with Sebo.
The Sebo Athletic Center has
done many things already for
the University, but there is one
aspect Christopher mentioned
that is not something material.
"The one thing that stands
above all — pride," Christopher
said.
He explained that seeing the
athletes' faces and body language when they entered the
facility for the first time this
school year showed how much
See SEBO | Page 2

By Amy Dillon
Reporter

Who is Bob Sebo?

Every Thursday night, approximately 100 students travel to the
Gish Theater in Uanua Hall to
watch films from all over the

■ Bob Sebo made the lead
gift of $5.5 million for the
construction of the Sebo
Athletic Center.
■ He graduated from the
University in 1958.
■ He is a retired senior vice
president at Paychex
Inc., a Rochester, N.Y.based payroll and human
resource company.
■ He is a member o( the
University's Board of
Trustees.
■ He has donated money
for football and jazz
studies scholarships at the
University, in addition to a
lecture series in enrrepreneurship in the College
of Business.
■ He lives in Salem, Ohio.

world.
Tim Pogacar, chair of the
German-Russian-East Asian
Languages department and
this year's organizer of the
International Film Series,
explains a big part of the
University's mission statement
is an emphasis on international matters and cross-cultural
communication.
The Provost Office and the
Office of Theater and Film fund
the International I-'ilm Series so
students can have the opportunity to watch foreign films
on campus. Beyond the Gish
Theater, students would have
to travel to Cleveland or Detroit
to see foreign films on a big

screen.
While some ethnic studies
and film classes may require
students to attend these film
showings, many students go to
experience culture through an
art form.
Senior Kyle Whited. an intern
at the liish Theater, operates the
projector and makes fliers to
promote the films. He said he
chose to intern there because he
enjoys the foreign films.
Whited originally started
going to the Gish Theater as a
requirementforhislntroduction
to Film class, but he has continued to go to showings because
he learned to appreciate foreign
films.
"Watching foreign films gives
Istudentsl a different perspective on other cultures and other
forms of filmmaking outside of
See GISH | Page 2
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY
2:50 P.M.
A Toshiba laptop valued at Si.200.
was taken from an apartment on
Campbell Hill Road

3 46 P.M.
A Thud Street resident reports that
overnight someone stole her iPod
wd case, valued at $200. from her
car. An $80 pair of Adidas tennis
shoes had been taken from the
porch

5 00 P.M.
A Green Saturn drove off from a
' ition on East Wooster Street
il paying for $6.02 worth of
■

H

9 41 P.M.
Angela M. Watltms. 41. of Oregon.
Ohio, was arrested in an East
Wooster Street gas station for
criminal damaging and disorderly
conduct after a store detective saw
her breaking beer bottles by the
cooler When asked why she was
breaking the bottles, she said it was
so the officer would take her to jail.

9 48 P.M.
Adam S. Johnson. 23. of Weston.
Ohio, was arrested and taken
to the Wood County Justice
Center for taktng a woman's bike
from behind a house on Wallace
Avenue

11:43 P.M.
Jason T McGee. 21. of Lima.
Ohio, was arrested and taken to
the Wood County Justice Center
for two counts of criminal damaging after officers saw him spray
nq the side of a building on
Napoleon Road Police believe
McGee is related to several other
>pray-paintmg incidents

FRIDAY
1250 A.M.
Christopher P Fnebel. 25. of
Toledo, was cited for having an
open container of alcohol in public

1:21A.M.
Amber M Kiser and Rachel T.
Spahr. both 20 of Bowling Green,
and Isaac Quinones II. 19. of
Brunswick. Ohio, were all cited for
criminal trespassing for being in
the pool of the Enclave apartment
complex after hours.

1:54 A.M.
Hugh B.Hayes III. 21. of Bay
Village. Ohio, was arrested for
disorderly conduct at a bar on East
Court Street.

2:18 A.M.
Allison L. Klinger. 19. of Genoa.
Ohio, was cited for criminal mischief for taking a chair from the
front porch of a home on South
College Drive She returned the
chair to the front porch, saying her
friends dared her to take it.

3:57 A.M.
Dustm E. Chaney. 29. of
Henderson. Ky. was arrested and
taken to the Wood County Justice

SEBO
From Page 1

Center for criminal trespassing and
disorderly conduct while intoxicated at an apartment complex on
Lehman Avenue.

pride they have for Ihe center.
The president of the Student
AthleteAdvisoryCommittec, volleyball player Stephanie Swiger.
said the Sebo Athletic Center
shows how much the donors
believe in the University's athletes.
"It will help to propel BGSU
teams to the top of the MAC
conference," she said, adding
the center will also help bring
students to the school.
"It's a symbol of possibilities."
University President Sidney
Ribeati said.
The Sebo Athletic Center is
part of the building Dreams
campaign, which is the centennial campaign for the
University.
The campaign aims to raise

4:23 A.M.
Stacey L. Shank. 21, of Napoleon.
Ohio, was arrested for criminal
trespass and disorderly conduct
and taken to the Wood County
Justice Center. The resident of a
house on North Prospect Street
saw Shank banging on his front
door trying to get in.

1:39 P.M.
The resident of a home on
Stonegate Boulevard called to
report that someone had broken
into her home and taken several items while she was at her
neighbor's house. The woman later
found the items she thought were
missmg in her closet and realized
she had just had a bad dream.

GISH

6:51 P.M.
A driver was warned for criminal
trespass after following another
driver to his home on East Merry
Street. The driver who was followed had pulled out in front of
him and then flipped him off on
North Mam Street.

From Page 1
Hollywood." Whitcd said.
Often, students have ideas
about different cultures based on
their depiction in the news and
through the media, said Valeria
Grinberg. assistant professor of
Latin American Literature.
By watching a film created
within a specific culture, students would have the opportunity to experience the culture
in a way they may never have
before.
Professors suggest films that
parallel their particular courses,
but films are also picked based
on their country of origin, said
Pogacar.
Often, films are chosen when
the country they're from is in
the news. The films are opened
with a general introduction
given by someone who knows
the culture of the film.

11:22 P.M.
Travis C. Wmgo, 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for having an
open container of alcohol m public. Emily Jo Sylak. 20. of Toledo.
was cited for open container and
underage possession of alcohol.
11:41 P.M.
Michael B. Williams. 21. of Bowling
Green, and Thomas M. Spilker.
22. of Brook Park. Ohio, were both
arrested for public urination.

SATURDAY
12:07 A.M.
Jared A. Collins. 19. of
Ketterington. Ohio, and Richard P.
Woodie. 19. of Dayton, were cited
for criminal trespass for cutting
through the loading dock of a factory on North Enterprise Street.

12:20 A.M.
Tyrone Antoine Johnson. 22. of
Bowling Green, was issued a civil
citation for open container.

1:46 A.M.
Corey D. Green. 23. of Toledo, was
cited for public urination on North
Mam Street.

2:07 A.M.
Terry Glenn. 42. of Findlay. was
arrested for disorderly conduct
after he was found passed out on
the steps of the Wood County
Courthouse.
2:46 A.M.
Ronald L Hampton Jr.. 20. of
Fort Knox. Ky. was arrested and
taken to the Wood County Justice
Center for underage possession of
alcohol and having an open container of alcohol.

k

ONLINE: do to www bgnewscom for
the complete blotter list

VM*.

S120 million by December 2008.
To date, SI 17 million has been
raised, Ribeau said.
"We're building dreams, athleticdreams.academicdreams,"
Ribeau said.
During Sebo's speech, he said
the building that was built was
the architect's first rendition.
He wanted a building that
was brass and glass, and that's
what begot.
"No one's going to miss it,"
Sebo said,
One of his favorite parts of t he
facility is the band stands.
Me had a vision where "our
fabulous Falcon Marching Band
lean Sit|, where people on both
sides can see and hear them."
he said.
The band stands are named
after Roy Weger. a University
music professor from 1953 to
1965, who is now deceased. Mis
son Mike, a BGSU football all-

American who played in the
NFL, made the donation for the
stands.
Sebo also discussed the new
FieldTUrf. Me said God may not
have graduated from Bowling
Green, but that he was looking down on BGSU the night
of the BGSU-Miami game last
November.
"Ruining the field made it easy
to replace," Sebo said. Only gifted dollars were used to update
the field.
The dedication ceremony
ended with a performance by
the MceBeeBGsof the University
Men's Chorus.
They started to sing, and then
stopped mid-line. The group
conferred for a couple of seconds and started singing again,
this time with (he lyrics changed
to "Bob Sebo," "our student athletes love you so" and "thank
you for all you've done."

Last week. Grinberg introduced an Argentinean film.
"Los Rubios." which means
"The Blondes" in Lnglish.
"Foreign filmsareagreal compliment to readings." Grinberg
said. She suggests that students
who want to better understand
culture should watch a movie
made by people from that culture.
Films shown at the Gish
Theater are in their native
language, but have subtitles.
According to Pogacar, this is
a factor that might intimidate
some students, but it is necessary to hear the films in the
country's native tongue.
"American's don't like subtitles, it's as simple as that,"
Pogacar said.
Many foreign countries dub
their films so viewers can watch
films in their native language.
The
next
film
in
the
International Film Series can be
seen 7:;it) p.m. on Thursday,

MOSQUITO

By Scth Borensttin
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Climate scientist Michael Mann runs dim n
the list of bad global warming news: Ihe world is spewing greenhouse gases at a faster
rate. Summer Arctic sea ice is at
record lows.
The ice sheets in Greenland
and West Antarctica are melting
quicker than expected.
Is he the doomsayer global
warming skeptics have called
him?
Mann laughs. Ibis Perm State
University professor—and many
other climate scientists — are
sunny optimists, Hope blooms
in the hottest of greenhouses.
Climate scientists say mankind is on the path for soaring
temperatures that will melt polar
ice sheets, raise seastodangerous
levels, and trigger mass extinctions. But they say the most catastrophic of consequences can
and will be avoided.
They have hope. So should

\J

you, Mann said.
"Sometimes we fear that we
are delivering loo morose a message and not conveying enough
that there is reason for optimism," Mann said.
Mann is not alone in laughing.
even t hough the new s he del ivcrs
could make people cry.
"Us hard at times," said
University of Victoria climate scientist Andrew Weaver. "You can't
give up hope because what else is
there in life if you give up hope?
When you give up hope, that's
quitting, and scientists don't like
to quit."
Thai optimism is based on science and faith.
The science, Mann said, is
because climate researchers are
sure of one thing that the public isn't: The numbers show that
there is still time to avert the
worst.
NASA's lames Hansen, who
forecasts some of the bleakest
outlooks on global warming,
said in an e-mail: "I am always
surprised when people get

Ihe
Toledo
Sanitary
Department controls mosquitoes and has one of the largest
programs in the Midwest — the
biggest in Ohio.
They spend approximately
S2.3 million a year to control the
mosquitoes, Mitchell said.
Hi help control Ihe mosquiio
population, the Wood County
Health Department offers its
residents Mosquito Dunks, a
form of bacteria that will kill
mosquitoes that feed on it.
According to Fspen. another
option to control mosquitoes is
to spraj pesticides around area
the) are most prevalent.
During spraying, the insecticide will only get to a couple
hundred feel, and in order for
the insecticide to be effective,
it has to fall directly onto the
mosquitoes.
It would be virtually impossible to eliminate the problem,"
Espen said.

"You can't give up hope because what else is
there in life if you give up hope? When you
give up hope, that's quitting, and scientists
don't like to quit."
Andrew Weaver | Climate Scie''
depressed rather than energized
to do something. It's not too late
to stabilize climate."
"I am not about to give up,"
Hansetl wrote. He has hope, he
says, because he has grandchildren.
Ihe scientists say the public
now understands how bad the
problem is. So these researchers
have faith that society will rally
in lime.
Bob Corell, an American
Meteorological Society climate
scientist, is hopeful because even
industry is pushing for change
— and will make monev in the
deal.
Mann points to an international agreement 20 years ago

■. of Victoria

this month thai
worsening global
OZOne depletion. I
be done lor global
said

stopped the
problem of
lie same cart
warming, he

If the world spews greenhouse
gases at its current ever rising
rale, expect a 7-dcgrec rise by the
end of the century.
If those gases are curbed, then
warming can be kept to about 1
degree, an international panel of
expet is said earlier this year.
How about Al Core? Docs he
lose hope?
"No, because we can't afford
to. said the former vice president, who has helped bring global warming to center stage. "It's a

genuine planetary emergency."

Everybody
ifii 11/.< to be
fancy and new.
Nobody want,'
to be thennielwo.
I mean, maybe
people want to be
themoeheo, bat
they want to be
different, with
different clolhe,i
or.'barter hair
or leo.i tat. It '.< a
fact. // there wa.< a
any who juot liked
bei/io himself and
dida I want lo be
anybody eloe, that
any would he the
moot different ijny
/a the world and
eeeiylh'dy would

. Royalty Voting and Merchandise Sales
XX 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
jp^Syy Union Lobby- Bowen Thompson Student Union
Falcons In Your Face
* 12 p.m.-2 p.m.
^C^O Union Oval -Bowen-Thompson Studetn Union

0 Corn Hole Intramural Competition
10 p.m.-Midnight
«*\
^ Perry Field House

too." F.spen said.

K*V •!*

Homecoming Kick-Off
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
- - Union Oval - Bowen -Thompson Student Union
<| Rain Location: Lenhart Grand Ballroom, BTSU

s>

years," Fspen said.
There was a lot of rain in the
area in luly and August. This has
contributed to the large amount
of mosquitoes, Mitchell said.
There was a portion of August
in which there were five or six
straight days of rain, and this
was enough rain to produce a
lot of mosquitoes, Mitchell said.
Carlton Rocket!, professor
of biological sciences a! the
University disagrees that mosquitoes have been a large problem this summer.
"It's actually been a tin yeat;
I actually felt sorry for them,"
lie said.
Espen and the Wood County
Health Department receive
numerous calls regarding the
mosquito issue.
"Once the mosquitoes start
dying off, the phone calls will,

T"fV,N[«S

Scientists optimistic about global warming

^>Jr Monday, September 24
15

^

From Page 1

JORDAN FIOWER

DONOR: Ivh Sebo gestures during his
address .11 tin1 Sebo Athletic Centers dedication c t'lernony Sebo donated $55 million
lor the center's construction and said he
w.niled a brass and glass building

, ^

it•<//// /,' A,' him.
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Homecoming spirits high
Plans for this
week include
games, parade
By Th.r.u Scott
Reporter
Break out the orange and brown,
it's homecoming week. This year
homecoming is not just the day
of the big game, but it is an entire
week of Falcon-inspired activities.
Shane U-wis, director of this
year's homecoming committee,

is bringing a new tradition to the
University.
"Every year we build on the
past. This year we want to rebuild
on the old traditions by bringing
back traditions that have fallen to
the wayside," Lewis said.
The events planned throughout the week give students the
opportunity to have fun and
get into the homecoming spirit.
I'reshman Elisabeth lones said
she is looking forward to this
year's events.

I thought there would just he a
game, but it looks like they have
some really cool stuff going on,"
lones said.
Events lliis week include a
parade, pep rally and campuswide cornhole and dodgeball
competition, ending with the
Third Bye Blind concert Saturday
night at the Anderson Arena.
Lewis encourages all students,
even if they have never been to a
University football game in their
lives, to attend the week's activities.

"I didn't really know what to
expect coming from high school.

"lust come! It's fun. I promise,"
Lewis said.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events taken (com eventsbgsuedu

Sorority and Iraternity houses and

7:30 - 9 p.m
Darfur 101: Introduction to
Genocide

student organizations compete to see

The Global Village. Conklin North

MONDAY
Window Splash Contest

whose windows are best decorated in
orange and brown
Various Campus Locations

sync champion Union ballroom

Education Building

contest Perry Fieldhouse

8:50 a.m.
Greek House
Director Meeting

TUESDAY
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
3 to 5 p.m.
Royalty Voting/
Homecoming Merchandise
Sales

Union Lobby

'1 a.m.-3 p.m.
Bake Sale
Table Space Union

6 - 8:30 p.m.
Texas Holdem
112 Union

REHEARSAL Members ol the House Band think o( several chords and melodies to play

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

LOG OA/ TODAY TO:
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

2008/2009 Listings coming soon!
Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

www.meccabg. com

DURING HOMECOMING WEEK...
CHECK OUT WHATS GOING ON IN THE

BOWEN-THOMPSON
STUDENT UNION :
'TEXAS HOLDEM: ROUND 1
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
6 I'M - FALCONS NEST

TEXAS HOLDEM: ROUND2
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 27
6 I'M - EALCON'S NISI

"YOGA BASICS
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER

(i 7

I'M

-

ROOM

25

iOS

M

series

"ADVANCED SELF-DEFENSE FOR WOMEN
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 26
6-8 PM - ROOM 316

THE MATT & ANDY SHOW
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 25
X 10 I'M - BLACK SWAMP PUB

'OPEN COMIC NIGHT
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 26
1 I'M - BLACK SWAMP PUB

^^mr

1IOK
"ID* MOW INIOHMArk>N ANO *K;NUF PI f A*» VIMT THt INfOHMAIK *tlMlK

Sync Contest
Groups choreograph routines to music
and compete for the title ol ultimate lip

11 am -1 p.m.and
3 - S p.m.
Royalty Voting/
Homecoming Sales

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units

9:15 p.tr
Shake Yo'Tail Feathers Lip

participate in a campus-wide cornhole

Homecoming Kick OH

Management Inc.

Union Ballroom

Anyone can come in groups or alone to

Union Oval

NEW STUDENT BAND JAMS

10 pm - Midnight
Cornhole Intramural
Competition

Dinner Benefit
All proceeds benefit the Fisher House.

8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Tropical Trends Sale

314 Union

ENOCH WU

Monday. September 24.2007 3

FRIDAY
5 p.m.
Homecoming Parade
Join the crowds along Wooster Street to
watch the homecoming tradition

Voting will be going on all week in the

6 p.m.
Pep Rally

Union to pick this year's king and queen

University Lawn

The winners will be announced at Friday
night's pep rally Union Lobby

WEDNESDAY
All-you-can-eat Pizza

SATURDAY
Falcon Football vs.
Western Kentucky
Doyt Perry Stadium

FORUM

"Americans don't like subtitles, it's as simple as that." - Tim Pogacar. this
year's organizer of the University's International Film Series [see story, p. 1]

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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If you could get anything from a vending machine, what would it be?

"A nice gentleman."

Gales."

uH^P^B^H

"Highlighters."

"A water-activated.

k

cryogenically frozen

VISIT US AT
B6NEWS.COM

Have your own take on

cat."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
LAURA SAMSON.
c
-e'hman journalism

RAHUL MUKHERJEE.
Graduate Student.
Communication Studies

MARCELA
POTTEIGER,
Senio'. Liberal Studies

SCOTT DEISNER.
Sophomore. Undecided

Living our lives fully, in memory of a friend

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

CHECK THIS OUT!
Did you disagree with something one of our columnists wrote?

w hen I walked over to the casket, I couldn't look at him for
more than a second. No tears
came rushing down my cheeks, I
lilt nothing, When the ceremony
began, I sal by my friends who
i new liim when we all donned
together in KreischerCompton.
.editions were near to
nothing I he church filled with
lamiK and friends who knew
him as one of the kindest people
lo touch their lives, rtie priest
kept on saying thai he is in a
better place now. Perhaps, but
-lioiikln t he he here with us? I
k ii iked over at my friends, some
tears trickled down their faces.
I still fell nothing, completely
i mpty inside. After a heart,\ renching speech by his brother
and comments by fellow friends
and family, the ceremony came
to an etui.

Emb race
your
faith

The open road distracted
me. It was such a beautiful day.
a gift given just to him. At the
grave, more words were said by
the priest and hugs and tears by
family and friends. Doves were
released in his name; they sailed
to the skies defining what freedom was.
I had class at 3:30 p.m. and
had to get hack to campus

(lonversations at lunch were
hack to normal. This is good. We
remembered hut moved on. I sat
in silence with a feeling of emptiness in my heart. The day went
on as usual.

No insult meant in
rejecting Jena 6 flier

walking through the Union
oval trying to hurry to finish
my paper before it was due later

that day.

The author oil hursday s guest
column was unnecessarU) critical of any religious views f We
ncvt\ to leave religion behind."
Sept. 20|. I le was lumping different religions together and focusing on the negative consequences in the world of people who
may have taken their religious
beliefs too far, and certainly do
not represent the majority.
I he author commented on
how churches are "preaching
i nnilriiination to Hell," but this
is only half of the truth. If the
author had actually been to one
of the on-campus churches, he
would know that while they may
indeed believe in the "condemnation to Hell," it is more of a last
resort and something to avoid,
not a place to tell people that
they will go if they don't totally
change. I he churches teach
about love and life lessons, and
how we can he saved and get a
better life, and not have to face
condemnation to Hell."
As for religious faith "not having the slightest bit of evidence
to support them," the Christian
faith is supported by facts and
history, overwhelmingly more
so than any other religion.
Archaeology, history and even
si iincr more often support than
disprove the incidents and facts
■it this faith.
The author also says religious
"dogmatic beliefs" are a large
source of trouble in the world,
but he is focusing on the worst
cases rather than the many positive effects religions have had on
the world. I low useful, he says, is
the fact that the perpetrators of

By night I found myself at the
library — I wanted to watch the
sunset. I was reading "Three
Lives" by Gertrude Stein as the
sun slowly dipped behind the
education building. The character, Mis' I lerbert, had just
died. As the sky filled with all the
wonderful colors of the world,
a tear slowly trickled down my
face.
Tomorrow is never promised.
We are a 11 gu i Ity of watch ing the
clock during class in anticipation
of it being over. There are nights
where I have had too many
drinks and can't remember
conversations or activities of the
night before. I sit with friends,
sometimes thinking of my next
plans to do. I know I take ihis
life for granted, Each day is a gift
and we need to realize this.
1 ask you, my friends, my fellow students, appreciate and
enjoy each moment we have
with each other. Whether it is
during a boring lecture or walking through campus with the
warmth of the sun on your face,
be in that moment. Buddhists
have a simple saying: "Live in

the present." This is what we
need. Each moment is a gift to
cherish and hold. Be in the presence of wherever you are and
whoever you are with — you
never know if you will get another chance to see that person. You
never know if you will get to see
tomorrow's sunrise.
I dedicate this column to
lordan Shirey, a friend I never
got a chance to say goodbye to.
Jordan Shirey was a man of few
words, but when those words
were said, you listened. He had a
big heart and knew the meaning
of what friendship was. I am an
English literature major here at
the University and my parents
like to say I am studying preunemployment. But I love what I
am doingand I will always hold
true to the words that lordan
always told me: "find what you
love in life, and do it."
Thank you, lordan. This is
my goodbye and my thanks for
know ing such a great man.

Think there's something we should be writing about?
Then come talk with us in person

THURSDAY. SEPT. 27
8 p.m. in UNION 309
(that's this Thursday!)

FORUM HOLDS A FORUM
Our columnists will be there to talk in an open debate.
Come to speak your mind and get free snacks1
Questions? E-mail thenews@bgnews.com

Blame for Jena 6
is widespread

M
1 -

Send resixmses lo this column
to thenewsd'lygneies.com.
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On Thursday. Sept. 20.1 was

JENNIFER CLARK GUEST COLUMNIST

See CLARK | Page 8

I next found myself in the
car traveling to the graveyard.
I adjusted my fie and wiped off
some dirt on my black shoes.
Not mj typical style, but it was
for respect I picked up the New
York limes I was reading on the
ride there. Some of the headlines read: "To Iran and its Iocs,
an Indispensable Irritant" and
"Sectarian Toll Includes Scars
to Iraq Psyche." When 1 read the
new s, I sometimes feel that the
end of the world is near. Maybe
it is.

Approaching the oval, I
noticed what I figured was
some sort of protest happening,
seeing as how this was the free
speech area and protests and
demonstrations are not new to
our campus.
Now, I am all about First
Amendment rights, but I also
believe people have the natural
right to ignore wtiat they don't
have time for.
When I passed by this group,
one of t he members offered
me a paper with information
about lena 6. Since I do watch
the news, I know a little about
the situation, so I declined to
accept the paper. I figured it
was an eco-friendly response,
seeing as how I would have just
thrown it away without looking
at it anyway.
I lovvever, the people who
were protest ing seemed
to think it was some racial
response. They proceeded to
call me out among the many
students crossing that path and
start screaming insults at me
on how I must be ignorant and
how I needed to be educated.
Excuse me, but the last time
I checked, I had the right to not
take a piece of paper and proceed on my way to focus on my
studies.
Like I said before, I completely support First Amendment
rights to assemble and have
freedom of speech, but
shouldn't you respect other
people and their right to not
be concerned at that particular moment as well? You are
standing and screaming about
justice, while accusing perfectly capable people of being
ignorant.
I'm sorry, but if you want to
be respected and heard, you
should respect other people as
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well. Maybe I just don't understand, but I sure do think my
right to deal with the problems
in my life are just as important
as helping others.
— Danielle /.eiler
Junior, Graphic Design

The facts are all there,
just read your Bible
I am writing this piece in
response to an article written by a guest columnist who
feels that "we need to leave
religion behind." I'm not writing this article for attention or
for quarrel, but to shine light
on the truth and to clear up the
misunderstanding thai was
preached days ago.
Explain the creation of the
earth. Where did humans
come from? Science argues
the earth was created from the
collision of two rocks. Where
then did the water come from?
Where did life come from?
If there was such an enormous bang, would it not have
destroyed all life that existed
on those rocks in the first
place? How then could something evolve from nothing?
Meaning, if nothing was on
Earth (because of the apparent large explosion), how could
something evolve from that
nothing?
Evolution says we come from
monkeys; that's interesting.
Because why? Is it just because
monkeys have opposable
thumbs, as do humans? Do I
look like a monkey? 1 person-

ally take offense to that. Many
are quick to remove God from
the equation.
Preaching a condemnation
to a real Hell is not done to
draw people to the true faith,
but is done because lesus said
it was true. It's done because
of the love that Christians
have for those who don't know
Christ as the Lord and Savior
of their life. It's done to help
people know- and experience
the real inexpressible joy, peace
and salvation Christ has lo
offer.
Many people think Cod is so
illogical. After understanding
the only Wise God, I personally
guarantee you'll begin to see
the rationality and logically
sound truth Christ has to offer,
which entails everything from
creation to salvation.
Is it evidence you want?
Open up the Bible. Do the
research. Unhardcn your heart,
and look info what it is that
many people denounce. After
this is done, you will realize
which one to choose, which
one is the true faith.
I leave you with a fact. Did
you know the Bible predicted
the coming of the Messiah
and over 300 prophesies of
the Messiah? After all these
prophesies were made, lesus
Christ fulfilled every single one
of them.
Is that coincidence? No,
sir. Is that just by chance? No,
madam. Is that just opinion?
Indeed not. Thai's fact.

DAVE HERRERA, SENIOR EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY 0AY. CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON, CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU. DESIGN EDITOR

"[The principal]
should have been
JEFF SMITH

I've been reading articles and
watching reports about the
lena 6. Whai has been stated
over and over is how appalling it is t hat something Iike
this was allowed to occur,
However, I feel like this is
an easy way out for not only
the news journalists and TV
reporters, but also lor the
people that read 01 watch the
news. I he reason being is that
it is easy to condemn something after the tact hut much
harder to prevent it from happening.
It you are like me anil
started follow ing the lena 6
a couple of weeks ago. you
were probably naive at first
and thought the lena 6 was
a current event, If you were
like me, then you felt shocked
to learn that these teenagers
were arrested last December.
While they waited for their
court appearances in lime,
these six teenagers rotted in
jail because they were denied
bond. The reason was because
they were on trial for attempted murder.
I can't help but think what

has gone wrong with our news
journalists. Why the case of
the lena (i immediately wasn't
brought to the attention of
Americans on Dec. 4 of last
year is as equally uncalled for
as the charges brought against
the lena 6.
If journalists would have
done their job and reported
the facts as vigorously as they
are now, maybe the lena (>
would not have sat in jail wailing for an all-white jury of
their peers to convict them in
the deep South.
However, the media
dropped the ball before
what occurred on Dec. 4.
Last September, nooses were
hung under "the white tree"

TOMORROW IN FORUM

— Kyle Hackenhurg
Graduate Student, School

Columns from Mwendah
M'mailutha. Brian Kutzley and
faculty columnist Keith Bernhard

asking himself, 'What
is wrong with my
school that there is a
whites only tree?'"
alter,i black student asked

the principal permission to
sit under "the white tree." If
you were like me. you either
didn't hear about it or looked
i >\ er it because it was on the

back pages of the newspaper.
Instead of being charged with
hale crimes or expelled, the
three white students were only
suspended for three days.
I eading up to Dec. 4, more
racially unequally justice was
shown. A black student was
beaten at a white party" on
Dec 1.1 he following day he
saw one of the white students
who beat him up at a convenience store The while student pulled out a shotgun but
he wrestled it away from the
white student. I he black student was charged with theft
(luce again, where was the
national media?
The injustice thai has happened lo the black students
and the black people of lena
doesn't just stem back lo the
lack of concern by the media.
Ultimately it starts with the
authority figures and the community as a whole.
I do not know how the principal of thai high school didn't
recognize he had a serious
problem on his hand when a
black student had to ask permission to sit somewhere that
was understood to be whiles

only,
His response should have
been more than. "Anyone can
sil anywhere." He should have
been asking himself, "What
is wrong wilh my school that
there is a whites only tree'?"
I le should have cared thai
bis black students were still
being treated as second-class
citizens.
The bottom line is that the
people of lena and the media
should have cared about these
See JEFF | Page 8
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SIDELINES

FALCONS 48, OWLS 35

Defense fuels Falcons
"Kenny Lewis stole the ball. That's what I'm going to remember about
this game... Kenny made that play, and we didn't look back."

ainmg
momentum
hasn't been
hard for BG

Gregg Brandon | BG coach

BASEBALL
Indians clinch
Central Division
with win over
Oakland
With a 6-2 win over the
As yesterday, Cleveland
guaranteed a spot in the 2007
playoffs. Their 7.5-game lead
over Detroit is now impossible
for the Tigers to overcome.
Page 6

TOMORROW
See all of our
coverage of this
year's Hall of Fame
inductees
Antonio Daniels. Bernard
White and the rest of the Hall
of Fame class of 2007 will
be showcased in tomorrow's
issue.

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History

JORDAN FLOWER

-iBGNEWS

I'LL TAKE THAT: Kenny Lewis returns a lumble for a touchdown in Saturdays game Lewis stripped the ball from Temple's Josh Bundy and took it 35 yaids to male the scoie 28-21 The
the turning pom! in the game and got both the offense and defense hied up

1982-Tennisgreat Bjorn
Borg retires at 26.
19J8 - Don Budge becomes
the first tennis player to grand
slam.
1951

A round-robin playoff

Twoscoresinsecond half
highlight units big game

among New York's three
major league teams to raise
money for the unemployed
concludes with Brooklyn
losing to both the Giants and
Yankees.
1927 The NHL's Toronto St.
Patricks become the Maple
Leafs.
1845-The first baseball
team is organized.

The List
Every Monday The BG News
brings you our fantasy studs
for the week.

1. Tom Brady: This guy
is good with bad receivers,
look at him when he's got
good ones.

2. Brett Favre: This guy
might be old and indecisive
off the field but he looks like
he's still in his 20's so far this
season.

3. Randy Moss
(below): Problem child?
Moss has brought nothing but
solutions to Chowderville.

4.TJ.
Houshmanzadeh:
His team lost again but this
ponytailed wonder gained

By Chris Voloschulc
Assistant Sports Editor

(in i he defensive end, IM I's game
against [temple was not so much
a tale of two halves, Inn a tale of
two sets of determination.
temple scored on its second
possession In the first quarter
on tho strengths of great field
position .mil il«' athletic duo of
quarterback Adam DiMichele
ami running hack lasim I laiper,
i hen ability to move the hall
put them in position to take the
7-0 lead.
I he defense would tighten up
alter that score, as the Falcons
would score three Straight
touchdowns to take a 21-7 second-quarter lead.
Temple's kick-returning game
was an area of concern, with
the speedy Travis Shellon in the
hack field. But alter taking an
early lead, the falcons bottled
up Shelton twice in a row and
pinned the Owls deep ill their
own territory. On the second of
those returns, Shelton fumbled
the ball and defensive lineman
Darius Smith recovered, which
eventuall) set up a BG score,
"[Shellon] is definitely a
very good player," said linebacker Hrique Dozier. "That's
one thing we focused on this
week, containing him. getting
down field and making sure we

jftJJi
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FRED'EX: Fieddie Barnes delivers on one of his two touchdowns Saturday. Barnes had
eight catches for 96 yards in the game He has 25 catches on the season.

JORDAN rLOWER

tHEBGNEWS

GETTING DOWNHILL: Orlando Barrow
and the rest of the Falcon defense got into
the Temple backfield quite frequently in the
second half
didn't allow him to heat us in
the kicking game.
"We fell like that was a big part
that we needed to work on was
inn spei i,il teams and being able
to contain him."
With everything clicking on
both sides of the ball, BG was
cruising into the second halftime with a two touchdown lead.
Then Temple came right back
and scored twice just before the
half to tie the game up at 21.
According to BG head coach
Gregg Brandon, there were
See DEFENSE | Page 6

Offense is sloppy, stil
puts up bi g numbers
By Bill Bordewick
Reporter

It was just one of those days
where it fell like something was
missing on offense. Sure, the
Falcons won 48-35, but it never
seemed like the offense was
clicking — and that shard to do
whenthe team scored so many
points.
But the final score does not
tell the whole story. The Falcons'
defense scored two touchdowns
and also recovered the ball on
the [temple 13 yard line, scoring the very next play. That's 21

points right there that can he
associated to either the defense
or the special teams unit.
"Defense and special teams
won us the game today." said
BG coach Gregg Brandon. "1 he
offense was a little sloppy."
Brandon is referencing three
first-half turnovers (two interceptions and a fumble) that
resulted in 14 points for the
Owls. That was part of the reason the game was tied at 21
going into halftime.
See OFFENSE | Page 7

Falcons honor Van DeWalle with another win

141 yards receiving yesterday.
If only he could show his

By Span Shapiro
Reporter

defense how to play their
positions.

5. Joseph Addai: He
only picked up 72 yards on
the ground but found the end
zone twice. Peyton is finally
not calling audibles at the
goal line.

In a game put aside for celebration and fanfare, the Falcons did
not disappoint on the day they
celebrated Coach Denise Van De
Walle's 25th year.
TheFalconswonthreestraight
games. 30-17, 30-24 and 30-28,
extending their current winning
streak to six matches.
"ffhe win| was huge, it was
so important to back her up for
her celebration. We didn't want
anything to damper the awesome day," said freshman setter
Sam Fish.
The Falcons began game one
strongly, jumping on the Huskies
right from the start with a 104 lead. They never looked hack
— the closest Northern Illinois
got was within four points.
The Falcons were aggressive,

GAME NOTES
The Falcons have now won six
straight matches.
Their last loss came Sept. 8 vs.
Gonzaga at the New Mexico
Invitational
BG coach Denise Van De Walle
captured her 451st career victory
in the win.
hitting over .300 and having
three service aces.
In game two, BG bad a significantly more difficult time at the
beginning of the game as the
Huskies jumped out to an 8-4
lead. The Falcons battled back,
though, to lie the game at 10,
and on the next point, took a
lead they would hold for the rest
of the game.
Having won 30-24, the
Falcons were dominant at the

JORDAN FLOWER

'HE BG NEWS

GROUP HUG: BG volleyball coach Denise Van de Walle Is embraced by her team after
they defeated Northern Illinois Van de Walle was honored for 25 years of service at BG.
net. recording 21 kills and hitting .348 for (he game.
"We had scouted Northern
Illinois on two separate matches, and we knew we needed a
big game al the net. And our
goal before the match was toe

get 17 kills a game and that's
our goal every match, but today,
specifically, we put an emphasis
on offense. Ami those first two
SeeNETTERS|Pacje7

The biggest difference between
the 2006 Falcons and the 20117
Falcons is clearly the ability the
team has to bounce back from
plays that don't go their way —
plain and simple.
The biggest swing in momentum Saturday was the second
half. The Falcons went in after
giving up a touchdown that
should have only been a field
goal at most.
The same defense that kept
the final drive alive with penalties came out in the second half
and scored two touchdowns on
fumble recoveries. Experience
and leadership allowed the unit
to stay focused.
"We've been there before in
close games at halftime and
came out fired up," said linebacker F.rique Dozier.
The offense had its own problems with three first-half turnovers, bul Tyler Sheehan and
company stayed level-headed
and made plays when they
needed to.
But perhaps the biggest
improvement this week was the
special teams. The Falcons had
trouble in their first two games
with kickoff coverage and kickoff return.
Today, ihe coverage was nothing if not spectacular.
The plan had been to kick it
away from Temple return man
Travis Shellon. but when the
coaching staff realized their
learn was up to the task, they let
them loose.
"After thefirst one. wethought,
'Well shoot, we're ready to go,'"
Brandon said.
The Falcons had Shelton
backpedallng on his returns and
swarmed to him every time he
got the ball.
"We really hammered that
today." Brandon said.
Last season we sawthe Falcons
continually lose momentum
and never get it back. Attribute
that to having a young team.
Also attribute it to the fact that
when you can't run the type of
offense that your coaches thrive
with, it's not easy to make big,
game-changing plays.
The Falcons also have a kicker and a punter who they can
depend on, three "go-to" receivers and about three or four other
receivers who can catch passes.
Last season it was a lot of
Corey Partridge and Kenneth
Brantley II and a running game
of Anthony Turner and Chris
Bullock. Sprinkle in a little bit of
Freddie Barnes in the running,
passing and receiving games,
and you have the 2006 Falcons'
offense.
This year they have an overwhelming amount of versatility
and have been able to sustain
different shifts in momentum,
and their 2-1 record shows it.
It's not ironic that were talking about the difference in this
team after the Temple game.
In last year's Temple game,
the Falcons faced adversity and
couldn't fight through it.
In this season's game, they
fought through it twice. And
according to the players, there
was never a thought in their
minds whether they'd fall to the
Owls in two consecutive years.
"That wasn't a factor at all,"
Dozier said.
Despite one or two "here we
go again" moments Saturday,
the Falcons' confidence stayed
at about the same level throughout the game.
"The disappointing thing is
that we emptied the bench there
in the fourth quarter and we let
them get a couple scores on us."
Brandon said.
Well, if that's the disappointing thing, then there's a lot to be
happy about.
Send comments to Colin or
cnviLio@bgsu.edu
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Women'ssoccerhasgreatfinishto
nonconference part of schedule
By Jordan Cravens

ers a rest, but you have to keep
players who had already played
and who know t he speed of t he
game." said Richards.
Richards chose to keep four
players in the entire duration
of the 110-minule match, in
accordance with his coaching

"To tie it up,

Reporter

JORDAN FLOWER
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SPLITTING DEFENDERS: Alda Almond dnbbles p,isi .1 Wright Sidle defender m a Sept. 14 game. The Falcons beal Youngslown State
and ted Michigan State over the weekend to imp':.
■ ■ 5-4-1

Sizemore leads Tribe to
dl sion-cl nching win
ByTomWith.rs
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The Cleveland
Indians finally tasted something
sweeter than all those pnstgamc
pies.
Expensive champagne —cases
and cases of bubbly — soaked
the home clubhouse at lacobs
Field for the First time since 201)1
yesterday as the Indians, ovet
looked as a contender in base
balls toughest division, clinched
the Ai.Central with a (i-2 win over
the Oakland Athletics,
The Indians, whose home
opener was postponed by a
freakish snowstorm and whose
path to a title was unlike any
in team history, will again play
meaningful games in (totober.
"Somewhere among the snow
and the cra/ini'ss ol the schedule and the injuries, this team
became a family" pitcher Paul
Byrd said amid the delirium
and flying liquid, "Everybody
chipped in. I've never been on B
team where everybody has been
included in the victories as much

as we have."
And alter every one of
Clevetands home wins, the star
player got smacked in the face
during their TV interview with a
whipped'Cream pie. a tradition
outfielder [rot \i\on Started and
one he continued during yes
terdays postgame mayhem by
first nailing manager Eric Wedge
and then general manager Mark
Shapiro.
"This is what it's all about."
Wedge said, clutching a bottle of
champagne. "Ihis is what we've
waited for."
lake Westbrook struck out
a career-high nine and Grady
Sizemore had four hits as the
Indians became the second
team in the majors to clinch. I he
Boston Red Sox assured them
selves nt at leasl ihc.M uild-card
spot Saturday night
When
reliever
Rafael
Betancourt struck out Oakland's
Mark Ellis for the final out and his
second save, the sun-splashed
crowd of 40,250 erupted as the
right bander jumped into catcher Vk lor Martinez's arms.
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mixed emotions in the locker
Mioni.it halftimc.
"I looked at my team at halftime, and I saw a look of determination and a look of frustration, so I didn't know who was
coming out in the second half,"

Brandon said.
In the third quarter, a new
level of defensive determination showed up, with the earlier
frustration working as a motivator.
Early in the third quarter, the
"D" would strike First. Defensive
back Kenny Lewis made what
Brandon called the play of the
game, ripping the ball from
fullback josh Buitdy and racing to the end/one for six. After
the score, the Falcons wouldn't
look back.
"I thinkit just got the momentum going, and got everybody
going." said defensive end
Diyrall Briggs.
"At First, our heads were down
a little bit. and that just turned it
around with him taking it into
theendzone."
On Temple's next possession, BC would strike
again. Constant pressure
on DiMichele had the Owls

Coming out of the weekend's
play with a win and a tie was
a breath of fresh air for the BG
women's soccer team.
Withawin against Yonngstown
State and a tie against Michigan
State, the Palcons move to 3-4-1
on the season, closing out the
non-conference portion of their
schedule.
Even though he would always
prefer the win, BG Coach Andy
Richards was pleased with a tie
against Big Ten opponent MSU
on Friday.
"To tie it up, especially on
their home field was big for us,"
he said.
Hauling to a l-l final score,

pinned back on their own
three-yard line. DiMichele
dropped back to pass, but
with no one open right away,
had to try and scramble to
buy sfime time.
Defensive
end
lacob
I lardwick sacked DiMichele for
the safety, but he fumbled and
fellow lineman Orlando Barrow
fell on the ball for the recovery
and touchdown.
The defense didn't give
up another score until the
fourth quarter, when they
had a 48-21 lead and backups
in the game.
A number of players came
up big in the game on defense.
Linebackers |ohn I laneline and
Dozier again led the team in
tackles with 10 and 12. respectively.
Briggs pressured DiMichele
all day and had two sacks. As a
team, they forced four fumbles,
recovering three of them. Two
of those recoveries were for
touchdowns, and the determination was renewed.
"I'm going to remember this
game," Brandon said. "Kenny
Lewis stole the ball. That's what
I'm going to remember about
this game. That was the play
of the game, in my opinion.
Kenny made that play, and we
didn't look back."

especially on their
home field was big
for us."
Andy Richards | BG coach
the Falcons were down a goal
in the first half of play, before
Faith luillerat connected with
Cina Rossi, who scored the lone
goal of the match for BG.
Things would remain the
same for the rest of the match,
with both teams threatening
throughout the second half and
two overtime periods.
"Sometimes in overtime
games you want to give play-

philosophy.
In previous matches against
strong programs such as
Purdue, West Virginia and
Kentucky, the Falcons lost 4-0
in all three.
But this time playing a familiar opponent in MSU put BG
at an advantage, according to
Richards.
"We knew we could play with
See SOCCER I Page 7

JORDAN IlOWtR

CONTAINING: BG's Dan Macon (5) and Jahmal Brown (24) take down Temple's Travis
Shellon on a kick return in the first hall BG held Shelton lo 57 yards on the day on kickolfs

BG
First Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Comp.-Att.
Interceptions
Total offensive yards
FumbUs-lost
Penalties-Yards
Punts-Yards
Tim* of Possession
Third Down
Fourth Down
Red Zone Scores
Sacks
Field Goals

24
27-96
J51
30-47
2
447
1-1
5-45
3-118
25:24
5/13
0/1
«/5
6
212

TEMPLE
24
43-102
299
27-41
0
401
4-3
2-23
7-273
3436
7/19
2/2
3/4
1
0/1

A Place to call Home
price tag!

SPORTS
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Firrt Quart.r:
114- Steve Maneri 21-yard
pass from Adam DiMichele
(lick good).
7-0 Temple

2

1:09- Freddie Barnes 21-yard
pass from Tyler Sheehan (kick
good). 7-7.

6

3

3

4

5
1
4

Second Quarter:
11:23- Barnes 7-yard pass from
Sheehan (kick good), 14-7 BG.

7

11:10- Marques Parks 15-yard
pass from Sheehan (kick
good). 21-7 BG.

8

1
9

JORDAN FLOWER

>re throwing a pass in Saturday's game.

WEIGHING HIS OPTIONS: Fyrlei Sheehan checks I-

Sheehan said.
Sheehan still completed M) passes for the third time this season and
had four touchdown passes to lead
the Falcons to a victory. At the end
ol the day. all that mattered was getting the victory, and that's exactly

OFFENSE

4:06- Dy'Onne Crudup 21yard pass from DiMichele (kick
good). 21-14 BG.

From Page 5
The offense did not seem like
it was firing on all cylinders like
it had against Minnesota and
Michigan Stale.
It was more like an old air trying to start in the winter — it took
awhile to get going and even when
it did get going, it felt as if there was
something missing.
Turnovers and constant pressure
on quarterback Tyler Sheehan led
to that feeling of the offense never
really got it into a high gear. Thai
feeling could be because of the
e\|xt rations placed on the Falcon
□Dense after the first two weeks,
Brandon was not lazed about the
offensive output in his post-game
press conference.
"We talked about how winning
college football games is not easy,"
Brandon said. "It just seems like the
expectations around here is that we
have to blow people out. and that's
not hap|HMiing anymore."

0:05- DiMichele 1-yard run
(kick good). 21-21
Third Quarter:
15:25--Kenny Lewis 35-yard
fumble recovery and return
(kick good). 28-21 BG
7:06- Orlando Barrow fumble
recovery in the end zone (kick
good). 55-21 BG
5:56- Sinisa Vrvillo 41-yard field
goal, 58-21 BG.
Fourth Quarter:
15:18- Tyrone Pronty 5-yard
pass from Sheehan (kick
good), 45-21 BG.
817- Vrvillo 25-yard field goal.
48-21 BG
6:01- Jason Harper 17-yard
pass from DiMichele (2-point
good). 48-29 BG.
0:19- Bruce Francis 15-yard
pass from DiMichele (2-point
no good) 48-35 BG

Sheehan spread the ball around
efficiently as he completed [Kisses to eight dilferenl receivers and
thai' different players for touchdowns. All of this while being under
constant pressure from the Owls'
JORDAN FLOWER . THE BG NEWS
ON THE RUN: Marques Parks carries
the ball after making a long catch Saturday.
Parks finished the day with four catches for
49 yards and a touchdown The Falcons had
eight players who caught a pass

and lour touchdowns on the day.
Points and yards not withstanding, it felt as if there was something
missing iill day on olfense. Whether
it was ;ui interception and fumble
lost on the first two drives ofthe day
or penalties and sacks contributing
to long third down tries, the offense
never seemed to dick.
"We don't have many plays in
the playbook for third and 20,"

Thai ma) be the case as the team

"Our team really

From Page 6

the right combination to fuel
the three-goal second half.
"It was very pleasing that they
showed patience," Richards said
of his team.
Recording the first two-goal
match of her collegiate career.
freshman lackie Tamerlano
showed skills beyond her young
collegiate career, scoring two
composed goals and choosing

I feel positive about his performance because he spread
the ball around and got us all
Involved," said wide receiver
Tyrone Pronty.
Pronty caught three passes
for :sr yards on the day, including
a touchdown reception. Freddie
Bames had eight receptions for 96
\ aids and two toucluli AMIS.
(letting the "U" is all that matins, and that's exactly what they
did — even if it may not seem like
the same offense that fans were
used to over the first two weeks.
Foity-eight points and 417 yards
on a had clay is not so had.

NETTERS

pulled together this

them, hill we knew we would
have to play and defend well,"
he said.
Red-shirt freshman Alexa
Arsenault marked a milestone
in her career in the MSU game,
making her first collegiate start
at goal-keeper, chalking up six
saves along the way.
Plagued by injury her freshmen year and the beginning
of this season. Arsenault was
added to the goalie -rotation
after recovering from injury.
Heading into Sunday's match
with confidence, the Falcons
scored all three of their goals
in the second half en route to a
shutout over Youngtown Stale.
Some frustration showed
through in the first half of
play as lit, couldn't connect
for a goal.
A few line-up tweaks and
minor adjustments were just

defense.

From Paqe 5

game."

games we hit over .300." Van l)e
Walk-said.
In the game, three of the
Huskies made 11(1 sweat a litlle before they could celebrate.
Northern Illinois came back
from 28-25 to tie it at 28and force

Jackie Tamerlano I BG soccer
her timing well, according to
Richards.
"We knew lackie was a great
player, and like all freshmen,
she just needed time to gel her
feet." Richards said.

Notching the third goal for BG

\,m DeWalle to call a timeout,
Coming out of the timeout, the
J0RMN (LOWER
HIGH FIVE: 'Adeline Means starts a

was freshman Meagan Moran,
scoring her first collegiate goal.
Arsenault marking her second milestone on the weekend
netted her first collegiate shutout in ihe VSII match.
"Our team really pulled
together this game,' Tamerlano
said, adding that coming off a
successful weekend, the learn
will have a lot of confidence
heading into Mid-American
conference play.
Richards feels his team will
be adequately prepared for MAI I
play having faced two nationally-ranked teams and having six
road games in the non-conference portion of their schedule.
"We have definitely progressed,'' Richards said, noting
that right now his line up seems
to be a good mix of youth and
experience.

ifie Falcons won a game
i.nday's match

Falcons won ihe game, clinching the match on a combined
block by senior Kendra Halm
and sophomore Corey Domek.

1

8
2

whatBGdkL

gained nearly 500 yards of offense
and Sheehan threw for 351 yards

SOCCER
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SUOOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no

L
S

8
9

Z
E

I
L

6 9
> E
E S
Z 6

9
8

6 I t
* S I
* £ I I
I S 9 8
6 3 8 L

guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

8
V Z
8 I Z L 6
I 6 V 8 9
9 5 I » 8
I 8 L S Z
l L 6 9 E
Z 9 8 6 S
6 »
S £

The win pushed the Falcons'
record to 10-5. After her 451st
career victory, the crowd gave
Van DeWalle a standing oval ion
and BG athletic director Greg
Christopher presented her with
an inscribed glass vase to commemorate her 25th season.
T think we're playing as a
team, were playing better,
we're hitting better," said senior
Elizabeth Simon about the
team's current winning streak.
In attendance at the match
were many of Van f)e Walk's
friends and family, including her
mother and Barbara Curcio, her

college coach from Kent State
in the mid-70s, toother gesture
thai Van l)e W'alle enjoyed was
how the entire learn decorated
and put up posiers congratulal
ins her on the North gym wall
Statistically, Fish led the
Falcons with II assists, and two
players hail double digits in kills
- Meghan \lolu and Domek.
both with 12.
BG is now 2 Din the MAC and
heads to Kent State on Friday
before its big match up Saturday
with the four-time defending MAC champions, ihe Ohio
Bobcats.

(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00

College students shouldn't have to choose
between textbooks and birth control.

NEED TIRES?!
FREE

Buy now & get i

TIRES

!|ANTI-FREEZE!MECHANICAL!OIL CHANGE
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I Central l King 3115 King Rd
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IPtrryiburg
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IWoodville
3725 Wilslon Rd
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419-842-8473 Fremont
1925 W SUM St
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4194F34911 NorthTowne 222WAtaB
419498-1863 South Toledo 750SReynokS
419462-6964 FrantllnPiit 5022 Morre St

A number of donors have contributed to Ihe:

Cutting Contraceptive Cost for College Women Fund.
Call Planned Parenthood ol NW Ohio at:

419-255-1115
to schedule an appointment today.

Present a valid college ID. card from any college or university
in our area and receive 50% oil Ihe birth control method* of your choice.

rs!22ES

P Planned Parenthood

.mmsmunsiHncictmyc

ol Northwest Ohio, Inc.
419-332-3261 Holland
419479-7010 Truck »Farm
419476-7121 Bowling Green
419-535-3033 Honm.HicNgan
4194754671

7171 OrchardCntr 419-861-1919
532 Illinois Avis
419*91-7973
999 S Mam St
419452-5766
1966 N Telegraph 8004964009
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Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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Cutting Contraceptive Cost lor College Women Fund
419-255-1115 • www.ppnvvo.org
"cosl ol nttice visit not included
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From Page 4
racially driven crimes from the
beginning. But what they and
all of us should cure aboul Isn't
necessarily the nice of the lena
6, but the net that in some parts
of our nation, black people still
aren't seen as people. I don't
know how t he people of lena
deep at night knowing they did
nothing to help these teenagers
who got their freedom stripped
from them.
But more Importantly, whj
did no one step up and speak
out from the white community
when the nooses where hung? li
honestly hurts my head to think
that the majority of people in
lena couldn't see that hanging
nooses are uncalled for.
What needs lo he done in
Jena and throughout our nation
is something so simple that ii
sounds stupid when written or
said. We need to look at ourHhiesandask,"Why?Wh) docs
skin color, religion or sexual
preference really matter in the
long run?'' This is what we need

to learn from the Jena 6.
We need to learn that something so simple as standing up
for people who can't do il tor
themselves can make a difference. Something so simple as
realizing that you were burn
and you will die, just like the
next person, can make a difference. We need to fix this
problem as a SOCiet) rather than
saying. "It didn't happen to me.'
We cannot ignore it or wait until
it's too late — when someone
else must do the time for our
own ignorance

Send responses to this column
to thenavs@bgnetusjx>m.

How sweet it isn't: Seniors at
NY center lose doughnuts
By Jim Fitzgerald
The Associated Press
MAHOPAC, N.V — It was just
another morning at the senior
center: Women were sewing,
men wen' playing pool — and
seven demonstrators, average
age 7f>, were picketing outside,

demanding doughnuts.
Ihe\ wore sandwich hoards
proclaiming, "dive Its Our lust
Desserts" and "They're Carhs,

Not Contraband."
\t issue is a decision to refuse
tree doughnuts, pies and breads
that were being donated to
senior centers around hitnam
County north ol New York City.
Officials were concerned that
the count) uas setting .i bad
nutritional precedent In providing mounds of doughnuts and
othei sweets to seniors,
I In- pii keters said the) were
objecting not to a lack of Sweets
but thai they weren't consulted
aboul the ban.
" lack ol respect is what it's all
aboul.' said Joe I l;ijkowski. 75,a
formei labor union official who
organized the demonstration,
I lesaid officials had implied that
seniors were gorging themselves
on jelh doughnuts and wen'too
senile to make the choice lor

themselves,
C Michael Sibilia said, "I'm
86, not 8."
Inside, some seniors said they
missed the doughnuts but others said the) were glad to see
them go.
"it was disgusting the wax
people ui-iil after llicm," saiil

Mother I heresa, for example—
people who have taken the best
ideals to heart instead of acting

From Page 4
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks were
acting on their religious beliefs?
Those men were members of
an extremist group that had distorted the views nl theil religion.
Saying those men represent
their faith is like saying the Ku
Mux Man is representative of the
Christian faith, when the) were
instead an extreme [action, bard
ly resembling the original beliefs
ol that faith. And what about all
of the good things that began
because of religious beliefs, like
serving missions, general caring
for and helping others. Instead
of looking at misled extremists
to see a true representation of

on misinterpreted ones.
People are not going to
escape dogmatic thinking"
ol religion; il isrri something

I personal!) see as something
in u\ to escape. Itcligion is a
belief, a foundation for people's
lives, and we believe in it very

strongly. Religious people are
not going to just give up their
beliefs as superstition" because
other people saj ii is outdated,
or extremists are causing trouble
in the world in the name of religion. I his instead gives people
more reason to hold to their faith
and beliefs, c-u-n il the "prejudice
of our world" is against religion.
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Dry African riverbed
Indent key
Staircase type
Grace ending
Arctic explorer John
Novelist LeGurn
Raucous party
Cry like a baby
Flabbergast
Major ISP
Notes ol scales
Take a fall
Lively pace
Fast crowd
Crown colony until 1997
Point: pret.
Sweet, sticky liquids
Scent
Day ol songs
William Tell's canton
Like me
Abel's nephew

165 South Main • Hem ling GftCfl

419-382-7691

EH

BnteWhrle Professional Teeth Whitening using blue light - only $299
Call 353-6394
WILL HAUL AWAY OR BUY OLD
CABS RUNNING OR NOT
419-819-8700

Help Wanted

For Sale

IBARTENDING1 up lo S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174

Beel up your resume* Paid internships at local telecommunications
company located in downtown
Toledo. Three positions available S8 per hour plus bonuses - we'll
work with your schedule Please call
Scott al 419-824-5819

1994 Ford Tempo 4 door, white. 4
cylinder automatic. 83.000 miles
$1,400 419-378-1141

Attention Part Time Work. S15 25
base-appt. customer sales/service,
no exp. nee . conditions apply, all
ages 17+. call now 419-865-5150, or
apply on line al
www worktorsludenls com
Babysitter wanteU-eventngs 5 30-9.
M-Tti lor 3 greal girls ages 2-11 Preler Educ. major or other w exp Call
Laura al 419-352-0834 Own transp
required

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Monday Night Football
BEER SPECIALS
and 2 tor 1 Pizza1!1

Childcare provider in our Perrysburg
home. 3 days/wk (5 days mid Jan.mid April). Please call 419-704-3762

Doc's - 18265 Main St Tontogany
TUES 30 cent wings
WEDS dollar burgers
THURS: laco night

Wanted

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
Ihem www AdCarClub com
Gymnaslics facility is seeking motivated & committed gymnastic
coaches who are interested in working wilh competitive learns S recreation classes. Looking tor experienced
coaches to help with girls competitive learn levels 5 & 6. Pay is negotiable & based on exp II interested,
call 419-873-0511

LEASING CONSULTANT -part time
tor BG apl community. Sales or
Leasing experience required Please
lax resume to (4191354-7276
Lileguards & Swim Instructors Immediate openings lor Guards with
current certifications S Instructors
with experience Call Bob in Aquatics
at 419-251-9622 or turn in application at Fort Meigs YMCA, 13415
Eckel Junction Rd.. Perrysburg OH
43551.
Movie extras new opportunities lor
upcoming productions. All looks
needed No experience required lor
casting calls Call 877-218-6224
Now hiring dancers No experience
necessary Musi be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 after 8 pm
Ollice cleaning 5-7 hours per week
Own transportation required.
Call 352-5335
Seeking someone lo take care ol 4
small children Pay is good Various
hours-mostly nights Reliable transp
lo Perrysburg home Angie al 419377-5479

■?

Now Hiring}

nit w n„wim
Mr
<»i,",-

•Flexible Hours
Pjid Vidimus
ll.-.ihl. Dental laMtn

Undercover shoppers earn up lo
Si 50 per day Undercover shoppers
needed to judge retail & dining
establishments Experience not
required Call 800-722-4791.
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks.
419-352-7070

www.knowledge is empowering.com

iff.

" Avail, now Rooms S225 mo. 4
bdrm Iree internet cartyrentals com
Call 419-353-0325
08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail
See CartyRentals com
S5 WEB/call 419-353-0325
2 bdrm. apartments avail Immed
Short term possible Pets allowed
419-409-1110
2 Irg bdrms close to campus Spacious kitchen and bath Lvg rm hardwood floors S495/mo 1st and security. 419-514-7783
3 bdrm house & apl on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
2 or 1 bdrm al 800 Third SI

Call 419-354-9740
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester 8 yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www buckeveinnandstudios com
Sublel room 602 Wallace
S225 electne/heat split

419-494-5629

ASLADA BISTRO
Offers authentic homemade cuisine with no
perservatlves al a reasonable price.
Wide Assortment of Veaetarlan and
Vegan Choices Offered
Our bill selection includes
Mousaka
Stuffed Poppers
■Beef Goulash
$h panoff
-PoifabeHa floientme
•and more

Get a cup of soup

HALF
OFF
■ ■
■! ■) *..

II.
I Pdnlni S.-W-.K ii
&*• arWl o>«on l*)ONll>tlVDMiM

THE
Tan for as low
TANNING as $15 a month
CENTER
■ MM
3 month mimmun
with a credit card

N0IW4I0 WtH ANY 0I«R QHtfl
Call lot details

32 Rooms fluailable!!

■ ^ly.-n ■ty.f'l

Use your package at any of our locations

1 Week Free

THE HEAT
904 E Woosler
419-352-3588

Foundation
for

IS300 mcl util) Ret teach Share
house w' protessor/grad stdt Lg.
older BG home 4 bdrms 2 w b.l.p .
wood lot. out bldgs . Pymt neg. Lv.
msg 419-241-1200. ext 1214

Phone 419 373 6050 182 S Mom St naswdofafiotmaH com

getting help isn't
1-800-395-HELP

For Rent

Yoko Japanese Restaurant Servers,
hostesses needed Apply in person
at 465 W Dussell Dr Maumee OH
43537

Being single and pregnant
is tough

•»

ANSWERS

Help Wanted

Apply In Person Mon-Fn 2-4

Phone 4I955J-2277

Winter vehicle
R-V connection
Petula Clark's big hit
Can opener
Spanish snack
Eugene O'Neill's daughter
Flow oul
Your, ol yore
Inert medication
Fruity cocktail
Helter-skelter
"_ Butterfly"
Sister's sib
Parched
Model Kim
Swed. transporters
Uh-uh

Lacking a key
Slreep film, "_
Choice"
Hunks
Japanese mat
Video-game classic
Puccini work
Austen heroine
False god
Wait patiently
Architect Saannen
Radar image
Quaint, quaintly
Withholding sum
"Nova" network

bia Was! Waaslar Bawling Craan

Hostesses, Servers u Cooks]

r. A, Pets Welcome
On Site Laundry
Private Entrance/Patio
Short Term Leases Avail

25
26
27
28

Muled trumpet sound
Author ot "Lucky Jim"
Small ding
Bullion bars
First nuclear bomb test
Supermarket chain
Solicit alms
Hires a hit man, e.g.
A.I. language
Late starter?
Essen's river
Burn balm
S.E. Asian country
Coercion
Like a hereditary
condition
Ring calls
World-weary
Low-budget pretix
"The Burden ol Proof
author
Sagmaw Bay's lake
Pindar, lor one
Greel silently
Cluster
Models' ramp
Ain't right?

or call 41S.352.3568

Spring Break 2008 Sell Trips Earn
Cash and Go Free. Call lor group
discounts Best Prices Guaranteed1
Inlo/Reservations t -800-648-4849
www gl8travel.com

1

Studios from $309

42
44
45
47
49
50
51
54
55
59
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
21

29
30
31
32
35
38

:

ACROSS
1
5
8
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
29
33
34
36
37
39
40
41

1</2 Blocks From Campus

I Bedrooms: Irom $435

_

1

DINNER

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:

1

IllTERnET
JERVICEj
* Ian MM • ■■■■■
*'

Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt
avail (or sublease 1 male occup to
Ml vacancy of 4 man apt. Furn . S324
mo plusutil Call Kyle 419-206-0985

HALF PRICE
EVERY

brought to you by
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Send responses to her column to
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the health problems of seniors

Services Offered

(lurk isn sophotnonstutty
ingeartychikDiood education.

me4

renters should not be worsening

BO-year-old Rita lorgensen. "I
think the senior center did them
faith, look instead to people like

CLARK

a favor by taking it away."
Stan Kittle, coordinator of
nutritional services for the county's Office for the Aging, said
the program had gotten out of
control. As many as 16 cases of
breads, cakes and pastries were
delivered, by various means, to
the William Kochler Memorial
Senior Center each day. Some
were moldy and some had been
•.lined overnight in the minks of
volunteers' cars, he said.
Caregivcrs there and elsewhere sa) the doughnut debate
illustrates the difficulty of balancing nutrition and choice
when providing meals to the
elderly.
"Senior citizens can walk
down In the store and buy
doughnuts. Nobody's slopping
them." said Michael lacobson.
executive director of the Center
for Science in the PubUc interest
in Washington,
but he notes that older people
have high rates of bean disease
and high blood pressure and
says senior citizen centers, nursing homes and assisled-living

The Daily Crossword Fix [)ACOR

wlh purchase ol standard month
one urns purchase*

5 beds. 1 booth
closest to campus

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8626
appt. available
THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds, 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appl, needed

2 VISITS F0R$5

ONE TIME PURCHASE
One Standard ■ One Premium

We pay your sales tax!!

it

